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NASHVILLE DISTRICT AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY 
TENNESSEE AND CUMBERLAND RIVER NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Discussion/Updates:
• Nashville District
• Kentucky Lock Construction
• Chickamauga Lock Construction
• Tennessee River O&M Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the Nashville District area of operations, delineated by the Cumberland River watershed to the north and Tennessee River watershed to the south.  Of course, the Tenn-Tom joins the TN River near the Pickwick Lock and Dam.   The 2 stars highlight the locations of the two projects we will reference today (Kentucky Lock and Chickamauga Lock).  Other Background info: All the dams on the Tennessee and Cumberland Rivers were designed as a system.Dams were located based on their potential to aid navigation and provide flood hazard mitigation.  Hydropower was included as part of TVA’s original mission, and takes advantage of the elevation head and stored water at each project.LRN Hydropower9 plants on the Cumberland River.914 MW rated capacity.TVA and USACE operate the projects as a system and coordinate daily operations between the two rivers.Water managers on each river program the water usage to meet navigation, hydropower, flood mitigation and other needs each day.The two rivers are connected by a canal near their confluences with the Ohio River, and operations must be coordinated between the two rivers.The water managers talk each day during normal operation to schedule releases, generation and other factors, and hourly (or more) during times of flooding.During times of flooding, flood mitigation is a USACE priority to preserve life and property, but during normal operations there are rarely conditions that require operation of the system in a manner that one authorized purpose leads to the exclusion of another.
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RENEWED INVESTMENT IN 
NAVIGATION INFRASTRUCTURE

 The Corps of Engineers justifies continued Operation and Maintenance of 
Navigation (locks) through the volume & value of river traffic. 

 Changes in commodities such as coal have influenced volume and value. 

 Replacement of commodities with traffic such as shipping containers/finished goods 
is one opportunity to maintain river traffic.

 The proposed study would assess opportunities for new or retrofitted 
infrastructure to support a shift in types of river traffic on the TN & Cumberland 
Watersheds. 

 The study is cost-shared 50% Federal (Corps) / 50% non-Fed. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Corps of Engineers justifies O&M through the volume & value of river traffic. To maintain or increase river traffic, changes may need to occur in the infrastructure that supports that traffic.This Multi-watershed study would look at the Tennessee & Cumberland Rivers, and beyond to the Ohio, Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico, to assess opportunities for improvement.  The study is cost-shared and to complete a watershed level assessment, the Corps recommends partnering with the states that could benefit – TN, AL & KY.If you have any questions or would like additional information, please contact Craig Carrington, Chief of Planning in Nashville. 



4KENTUCKY LOCK ADDITION & 
TENNESSEE-TOMBIGBEE WATERWAY

•Total Project Cost Estimate: $1.561B ($1,229B received to date)
•Project Completion Date: September 2030 (approx. 38% complete); On-line = July 2029
•New lock is 2x’s as long as existing lock at 1200 ft and able to accommodate 15 barges vs. 9.
•Current 8-12 hours wait time will reduce to essentially 0.

KYL AERIAL VIEW MAY 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Turning our attention to the Kentucky Lock Addition project now.  The computer rendering of the completed project on the left, outlines the focal point of the Project – The yellow outlines the new 110-foot wide by 1200-foot-long lock located landward and adjacent to the existing 600-foot-long lock.On the right is an aerial photo of the lock showing the progress of the Lock Excavation contract that will be completed in September 2022.The total project cost estimate of $1.56 Billion dollars was certified in April of this year, of which $1.229 Billion has been appropriated including $465 Million in IIJA funding coming in FY22. The new baseline schedule estimate for project completion is September 2030, with an estimated new lock operational date of July 2029.The current lock que time of 8-12 hours is one of, if not, the longest in the inland navigation system; the new lock will bring that delay time to essentially zero. 
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DOWNSTREAM LOCK MONOLITHS CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT

Scope: Final Excavation, ~375K CY Concrete Placement (Monoliths), 
2M lbs. Downstream Miter Gates, Land Wall Backfill, Conduits and Grounding
Construction Status: 
• $380M Contract awarded 30 September 2021 to Thalle Construction
• Contractor was granted access to the PIT on 06 July 2022
Estimated Completion: 16 May 2027

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Lock Excavation contractor continues to progress the excavation, paving the way for the follow-on Downstream Lock Monoliths Contract, which is depicted in this isometric computer rendering.  The base contract was awarded in September 2021; the colors shown here indicate the various contract options, which were all exercised in March 2022 to fully fund the contract and bring the overall contract value to $380M. The Contractor was granted early access to the working area on 06 July 2022 (ahead of the anticipate 01 Nov 2022 date) as we attempt to expedite construction activities to bring the new lock on-line as soon as possible.  This contract will construct the main chamber of the new lock structure and is planned to be completed by May 2027.    
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OPERATIONAL CONTRACT - SCOPE

Maintenance and Operations Buildings East Bank Site Development (EBSD)Approach Walls (AWC)

Middle Wall Bridge, Pedestrian/Utility BridgeKentucky Lock Addition at Completion

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After the Lock Monoliths contract, the remaining scope items to complete the project will be included in the final “Operational Contract”, which includes:1) Middle Wall and Pedestrian/Utility Bridges shown in the top righthand picture that will allow equipment to access the middle wall to perform maintenance and carry utilities across the two lock chambers.2) Upstream and Downstream Approach Walls in the bottom left - needed to aid navigation while transiting the lock.3) New Maintenance and Operations Buildings: to be constructed on the East Bank to support operation of the locks.4) East Bank Site Development: the final activity to perform final grading, paving of roads/parking lots, and site restoration.  
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CHICKAMAUGA LOCK CHAMBER – JULY 2022
7

Concrete Batch Plant

Elevated Concrete Conveyors

3 Tower Cranes

- Total Value (Base and Options) = ~$245M
- Contract Award: September 2017
- Current Contract End Date: 09 Oct 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Switching gears to the Chickamauga Lock Replacement Project.The project is located on Tennessee River Mile 471, which is 256 miles upstream from the confluence of the Tennessee River and the Tenn-Tom.The Corps is constructing a new 110ft by 600ft lock to replace the existing lock that suffers from structural instabilities.The last Total Project Cost Estimate was completed in June 2020 with an estimated cost of $757M.  The District is working on an update to the Total Project Cost and Schedule estimates that is planned for completion by the end of Oct 2022.The project is included in the FY23 President Budget for $39.3M, which will bring the allocations up to $757M.This aerial photo shows the Lock Chamber Contract work area.The contract scope includes all items related to the new chamber that are located inside the cofferdam area, such as:Concrete monolith placements, new lock operations building, installing previously fabricated miter gates and culvert valves (which are stored at another TVA facility), electrical systems, mechanical equipment, etc. The concrete batch plant, 3 tower cranes, and concrete conveyor system that assist in the construction are labeled on the photo.The contract was awarded in Sept 2017 and has a current value of $245M.  The required contract completion date is 09 Oct 2023, but this date will slip out due to slower than anticipate concrete placement rates.  The contractor has submitted a claim that will provide clarity on the actual contract completion date upon final resolution; efforts to resolve the claim are on-going with resolution anticipated in the Feb 2023 timeframe.General Project Background The existing 60’ X 360’ lock chamber suffers from Alkali-Aggregate Reaction(AAR), commonly known as concrete growth:  a reaction between the Alkali in the cement and the Aggregate used in the concrete for construction of the lock.  The concrete absorbs moisture and causes swelling of the concrete mass resulting in misalignment of components and instability of the structure. Aggressive maintenance and monitoring were implemented by LRN to counteract the effects of AAR, but this approach is cost-prohibitive as a long term solution.The effects of AAR can be mitigated to an extent, but the rate of growth is uncontrolled.  At some point, TVA may close the lock if the Dam Safety Officer believes the AAR effects threaten dam safety.The replacement lock will resolve the AAR problem and the standard size will provide more efficient lockages at Chickamauga.Uncertainty surrounding completion of Chickamauga Lock could be inhibiting economic development upstream.Loss of the lock function would result in probable transfer of cargo to highways and railways (which do not have available capacity), loss of transportation rate savings, and increased carbon emissions.There are 318 navigable river miles upstream of the lock, including three locks and dams (Watts Bar, Ft. Loudon and Melton Hill), two TVA nuclear power plants, the DOE facility at Oak Ridge, numerous commercial stakeholders such as Olin-Lonza Chemical, and Knoxville, the third largest city in Tennessee.  Many of these users transport cargo on the river that would be impractical or impossible to carry via rail or roadway.Plans and specifications for the replacement lock are complete as of 2010, but are being revised and updated prior to construction contract awards as funds become available.With efficient annual funding and no delays to construction, the replacement lock could be operational as early as Apr 2024.Construction activities at the project were temporarily suspended 2012-2015, until additional funding was received.  
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UPSTREAM APPROACH WALLS CONTRACT

File Name

Scope: Construction of land and riverside Approach Wall 
Piers and installation of GFE (Approach Wall Beams). 
Construction Status: 
• ~$60.9M Contract awarded Sept 2021 to C.J. Mahan 
• Contractor has completed exploratory drilling and is 

mobilizing to begin pier construction. 
Estimated Completion: Feb 2024

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Upstream Approach Wall contract was awarded in Sept 2021 for $60.9M in order to progress on-site work that could be accomplish independent of the Lock Chamber contract work area.  The scope includes overwater drilling/construction of 6 new piers and installation of previously fabricated concrete approach wall beams (highlighted in blue in the sketch on the right).The aerial photo shows the contract work area, which runs from the area upstream of the existing dam spillways to the right side of the photograph. The contractor has completed the exploratory drilling at all future pier locations and is working to complete an on-site concrete batch plant to support this contract.  The contractor is in the process of mobilizing to begin installation of the landside nose pier.  They will be tying rebar cages in the staging area shown on the right side of the photo and moving them into place once drilled shafts are prepared.  Then place concrete to complete the piers.Once piers are complete, the contractor will install the approximately 100 ft long prefabricated approach wall beams to complete the walls (the contractor will first be required to transit the beams to the site from their storage location at Watts Bar the next project upstream).Impacts to navigation will be minimal as the contractor crosses the navigation line during the work but be aware that you will see work platforms and divers in the area to assist in construction.This contract is scheduled to be completed in February 2024.



9CHICKAMAUGA LOCK – APPROACH WALL & DECOMMISSIONING CONTRACT 

Scope: Approach Wall and Decommissioning Contract
• Demolition of the Cofferdam - Phase 1 / Phase 2
• Spillway Removal
• Approach Wall Pier and Beam Installation

• Thrust Block/Closure Plug
• Ramp to Operations Building
• Backfill Existing Chamber
• Access Road Relocation

Construction Status: Award TBD pending site availability after Lock Chamber contract

Estimated Completion: ~26 month contract duration.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After the Lock Chamber contract there will be one last large (>$100M) contract, the Approach Walls and Decommissioning Contract (AWD), and one small Site Restoration Contract.  Major remaining project features are color coded in this slide.Award of the AWD contract will be sequenced to align with the completion of the Lock Chamber contract work in order to expedite bringing the new lock on-line.Once awarded, this contract will have an approx. 26 month duration.  The new lock will come on-line during this contract after the existing dam spillways and the temporary cellular cofferdam structure are demolished.  Portions of the approach walls will be completed prior to transferring navigation to the new lock, but there will be a time in which helper boats are used to assist vessels transit while construction completes.
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TENNESSEE RIVER MAINTENANCE

FY22 COMPLETED MAINTENANCE
• Kentucky Lock R3F Gate Machinery Repair 
• Kentucky Lock Miter Gate Allison Repair
• Wilson Lock R3F Gate Repairs & Dewatering 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kentucky Lock R3F Gate Machinery Repair (01 Nov 21-10 Dec 21)The LCF replaced the lower river wall low speed gear box, sector gear bushing, and rebuilt the miter gate strut arms. This included new spring cartridge components and hardware, as well as all bushings and trunnion blocks used in connection between gate and sector gear. Kentucky Lock Miter Gate Allison Repair (15 Nov- 08 Dec) (31 Jan – 20 Feb)On October 22nd, 2021, MV Brian Rafferty collided with both Kentucky Lock upper miter gates. The vessel had pushed and split part of its tow into Kentucky’s chamber then backed away to allow the gates to close. When repositioning to lock the remaining barges and vessel, the Brain Rafferty struck both closed gates. LRN’s Maintenance Support Team assisted the Kentucky/Barkley Lock staff in repairing the gates. The land leaf got repaired on 15 Nov- 08 Dec. The river leaf got repaired on 31 Jan – 20 Feb.  Wilson Lock R3F Gate Repairs & Dewatering (24 Feb 22 - 29 Apr 22)The Light Capacity fleet replaced the Upper lift gate seals and repaired several cracks on the lower miter gates. During this closure, the Wilson Lock staff took this opportunity to conduct maintenance repairs on the culvert valves. 
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TENNESSEE RIVER MAINTENANCE

FY23 SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
• Pickwick Lock R3F Aux Valve Repairs & Main Gate Repair (24Mar - 11 May 23)
• TN River Dredge TRM 155 Beech Creek
• TN River Dredge Environmental Study TRM 185 Chalk Bluff
• Pickwick Lock MCC Replacement
• Kentucky Lock Valve Gear Box Purchase

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pickwick Lock R3F Aux Valve Repairs & Main Gate Repair (24Mar - 11 May 23)Regional Rivers Repair Fleet at Pickwick Landing Lock to remove and replace valve strut arms on all 4 valves in the Auxiliary Chamber. Replacement of the Main Chamber downstream left miter gate sector gear and pin. The sector gear will be fabricated with delivery in FY22 and installation by the Repair Fleet in FY23. TN River Dredge TRM 155 Beech CreekDredging of approximately 25,000 cubic yards of material to maintain the federal navigation channel at Tennessee River Mile 155. This includes contract costs, labor and travel for dredge inspectors, and contracting costs. TN River Dredge Environmental Study TRM 185 Chalk BluffConduct environmental assessment, public notice, mussel survey, and water quality certification compliance in preparation to dredge TN river mile 185 in an out year.Pickwick Lock MCC ReplacementReplace the outdated Motor Control Center at Pickwick LockKentucky Lock Valve Gear Box PurchasePurchasing additional gearboxes for the Kentucky Lock culvert valves. 
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WILSON LOCK UPPER APPROACH WALL UPDATE 

TEMPORARY SOLUTION

• USACE has lifted some of the nighttime lockage restrictions
• TVA Providing helper boat during day light hours

PERMANENT SOLUTION
• TVA is investigating the option to remove sunken wall 
• TVA seeking funding for either a temporary or permanent solution 

REDUCE IMPACTS

• U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) Numerical Modeling Study
• Will look at 3 Temporary wall options  
• Technical Report will be published in late October

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
   TVATo alleviate delays and costs to the Commercial Navigation Industry, USACE has lifted some of the nighttime lockage restrictions, allowing smaller, downbound tows to transit Wilson Lock if there are no upbound tows waiting and if the Industry can provide their own helper boat at night.  TVA continues to provide a helper boat during daylight hours. Contract in place with the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Engineering and Research Development Center (ERDC) to provide a two-dimensional model and analysis for temporary solutions.  This will likely consist of a system of barges connected to the existing river connections and the dam.  This study should be completed by this Fall. TVA has also determined there is the potential for raising the existing guard wall from the bottom of Wilson Reservoir; however, a significant analysis will need to be performed to determine if any part of the wall can be reused.  It would likely mean that they could remove it as an obstruction for a temporary or permanent solution.    Finally, TVA are continuing to seek funding sources for either a temporary or permanent solution and are partnering with their Generation Construction group for planning and design support.  
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TENNESSEE RIVER

FY 14 FY 15 FY 16 FY 17 FY 18 FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY22 PB FY23 PB

$22.7 $25.5 $23.8 $26.1 $28.6 $27.3 $23.7 $22.3 $27.7 $27.2

HISTORICAL & PLANNED FUNDING

Point of Contact
Jason N. Johnson
Chief, Maintenance Section
jason.n.johnson@usace.army.mil
615-736-2866

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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